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Foreward
The Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership (HotSW LEP), working with the West of England Combined
Authority (WECA) and Nuclear South West, have commissioned SWMAS Limited to prepare a report on their behalf.
The aim of the report is to identify and review the existing nuclear capability of companies in the South West with
experience in the nuclear decommissioning sector.
The report provides a review of our findings, gathered from primary research and information, in the form of a
decommissioning capability supplier list, associated detail capability charts and case studies from South West
businesses. It details the existing nuclear decommissioning capability, as well as touching upon the opportunities
linked to decommissioning in the South West across all nuclear sectors as indicated below:
•
•
•
•
•

Decommissioning
New Nuclear Construction
Advanced Nuclear Technologies
Defence
Science and Research

In highlighting the capabilities across the South West, a review was conducted on how these capabilities apply to
the wider UK market, the International decommissioning market, and how the existing capabilities of South Westbased companies can win work and export their expertise in overseas markets.
The report adds to the work previously commissioned by the Heart of the South West LEP and partners on the
potential for nuclear activity such as the DNA (Davies Nuclear Associates) Report, and the Frazer Nash report, both of
which have highlighted areas of opportunity for the South West.
The approach for the Report will be to focus on the decommissioning opportunities on the existing nuclear licensed
sites at Berkeley, Oldbury, Hinkley, and Winfrith on a primary basis, and bringing in other areas such as future
decommissioning of the Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor Fleet (AGRs), defence, and new nuclear technologies where
there could be beneficial synergies and opportunities for South West companies in the wider UK market and into
International work.
For the purposes of the Report, the “South West” includes Heart of the South West LEP (Devon and Somerset),
Dorset, Gloucestershire, and West of England.
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1 Executive Summary
The South West of England has been part of the UK nuclear sector, both civil and defence, for many
decades. The South West has been the home of the construction and development of five nuclear
power stations; the first commercially operated nuclear power station at Berkeley, the reactor
research site at Winfrith, followed by Hinkley A and subsequently the Advanced Gas Cooled (AGR)
Reactor fleet stations at Oldbury and Hinkley B, operated by EDF. Both EDF nuclear Generation and
Magnox have their Head Offices in the region and a key part of the UK nuclear submarine programme
is based at Devonport in Plymouth.
This history has created an experienced nuclear capable supply chain within the region, which, prior
to the recent investment in a new nuclear build programme at Hinkley Point C, focussed on
supporting operational and decommissioning opportunities across all UK nuclear sites, forming local
nuclear clusters in the region around these sites.
There is a huge opportunity for the South West to capitalise on this inherent nuclear supply chain
capability, not only to support the ongoing decommissioning opportunities but also, the new nuclear
build programmes.
The report identifies that there are likely to be significant opportunities in new nuclear build
programmes with the construction of further stations at Sizewell, Moorside, Bradwell and possibly
Wylfa, along with innovative research and development programmes for advanced nuclear
technologies, including the STEP Programme.
The research undertaken for this report has identified several key findings and recommendations
which are summarised on the following page.
This report represents a first step in providing the regional LEP’s with detailed information on the
South West’s nuclear capability and credentials and which can be utilised in UK and International
Industry events to promote and showcase this capability.
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Research Area

Findings

Recommendations

Nuclear decommissioning
capability within the South
West region

Circa 150 regional suppliers identified
with nuclear decommissioning
experience. The 5 Top skills are;
• Manufacture & Fabrication
• Professional Services
• Engineering Design Services
• Electrical Control and
Instrumentation
• Civil Construction

Utilise the research and information
gathered to develop marketing materials
to promote the nuclear capability of
companies in the South West as identified
on the decommissioning capability
Supplier List.

UK Decommissioning
Opportunity in the South
West (near-term)

The potential value of decommissioning
at the regional NDA sites over the next
5-10 years is circa £4B

UK Decommissioning
Opportunity (medium term,
5-20 years)

The potential value of decommissioning
the EDF AGR fleet (7 stations, incl.
Hinkley B in south west) is circa £8B

UK Decommissioning
Opportunity (long Term)

The total “nuclear provision” is circa
£124B over a 120-year timeframe for
the 17 NDA sites. A further 4no. ONR
sites are also undertaking
decommissioning programmes
Significant long-term Opportunities exist
in both decommissioning work and the
re-development of the existing facilities
at Devonport

Engage with the NDA/Magnox to identify
requirements and
to share information and promote the
nuclear capability of the South West
supply chain
Engage with the EDF nuclear Generation
team to understand their likely
requirements and formulate supply chain
support and engagement strategies for
south west companies
Engage with the NDA and Sellafield Ltd
and other key stakeholders to promote
the capabilities of south west suppliers
and consider what support programmes
are required
Engage with MOD/Babcock to understand
the scale of the opportunity and their
requirements to formulate support
packages required for regional companies
to enter this market. Leverage existing
skills within the region.
Leverage activity on the HPC project to
engage with the Tier 1 contractors with
International businesses to promote south
west capabilities and build upon existing
relationships and collaborative strategies.

UK Defence programme in
South West

New nuclear technologies
and International work
opportunities

Current activity Circa 600m Euros annual
spend on International nuclear research
projects via STFC, plus multi billion
project at ESS in Sweden.
Longer term opportunities through the
SMR/AMR and STEP programmes.
Long-term International
decommissioning programmes in
Germany, Japan, France, Canada and
USA

Challenges faced by South
West companies to enter
new market sectors within
the UK

• Competition from more developed
nuclear clusters
• Lack of visibility of opportunity
• Their location
• Lack of market knowledge
• Costs of entry to new markets
• Current nuclear Industry Procurement
Strategies and Regulations

Work with the Hinkley Supply Chain Team
to continue to undertake capability
mapping of companies within the South
West and include all nuclear sectors, in
particular harness growing capability from
work on HPC.

Continue to work closely with DIT to
promote region and capabilities and for
support in overseas locations.
Engage with key stakeholders incl. UKAEA,
STFC to obtain visibility of strategy &
opportunities and utilise Hinkley Supply
Chain Team to cascade to regional
companies
Engage with key stakeholders including
other regional nuclear clusters to develop
collaboration strategies
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2 Background
In spring 2015, the Heart of the South West Local Enterprise Partnership (HotSW LEP), together with
the West of England and GFirst LEPs, commissioned a report to provide an evaluation of the existing
nuclear capability within the South West Region and the opportunities for inward investment. The
evaluation, and initial collective and individual LEP unique selling points identified in this report,
supported preliminary inward investment engagement strategies and general cluster development.
A second report was commissioned in 2018 and prepared by Fraser Nash Consultants. Both reports
concluded that the South West nuclear opportunity was extensive and extremely valuable, providing
detail of prospective nuclear activity that could take place in the region over the next decade to a
value of more than £50Bn.
The outcomes of the 2015 report helped to provide the evidence base that was required to underpin
the creation of the South West Nuclear Cluster, and to draft the first Nuclear South West proposition.
Nuclear South West (NSW) was launched in September 2015 and is an industry led cluster supported
by key public and private stakeholders, with the aim to develop and grow economic opportunities
within the South West of England.
The Inward Investment support has been, from the outset, integrated with the HPC Supply Chain
service, delivered by a consortium led by SWMAS Ltd. Recently, workforce development has also
formed part of that offer.
A direct impact of the above activity has seen the capability and capacity of South West based
businesses improve to the extent that many £Ms of nuclear related contracts have been won.
Most nuclear inward investment activity for the South West is now delivered within the NSW brand
and a National profile has been established through their sponsorship, attendance and presentations
at global exhibitions, national conferences and support on DIT specific events. This partnership-led
campaign activity in partnership with the Department of International Trade (DIT) is supported for at
least a further year and is led by the Nuclear South West Inward Investment group.
To date, NSW has focussed specifically on Inward Investment and has been successful in attracting a
number of Foreign Direct Investments’ (FDI’s) into the region to operate in the gaps where there is no
existing UK capability, or to Joint Venture with indigenous companies where there is a mutual benefit
in collaboration.
In 2018 the UK Government published the Nuclear Sector Deal as part of its Industrial Strategy which
had several aims and priorities and included the ambition to maximise UK content into the nuclear
supply chain, as well as to increase export potential.
With the World Nuclear Exhibition (WNE) 2020 due to take place in Paris in December of this year,
there is an opportunity to start promoting the South West as a region that has export potential for
overseas markets, as well as prospects for inward investment.
New nuclear construction at HPC will continue to be a priority for the region for at least the next 5
years, but in terms of sustaining the transformational economic legacy of this, we need to look to
other opportunities within the nuclear life cycle. This includes the upcoming decommissioning of HPB
as well as the potential offered by Advanced Nuclear Technologies.
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3 Scope of the Report
3.1 Purpose
The purpose of this report is to research and provide information and marketing materials about those
South West companies that have existing nuclear decommissioning capability, and capacity to export
their knowledge, expertise and products to win work both in the wider UK nuclear market and the
developing International market.

3.2 Scope
The scope for the report will focus on the decommissioning market but will also provide an
introductory review of opportunities within other nuclear sectors where supply chain capability and
skills can be relatively easily transferred.
It will also look at the barriers to entry faced by South West companies into these sectors, and make
recommendations for how the Heart of the South West LEP could support these companies to enter,
and win work, in these markets.
The information provided will include company names, capability, and regional location for the
companies, but exclude contact details in line with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
The output from the report will inform future Heart of the South West marketing campaigns, as such
the information provided can be easily extracted and utilised in such campaigns.

4 Nuclear Decommissioning Opportunities and Capability
4.1 What is Nuclear Decommissioning?
The decommissioning process description from the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) is shown
below.
“Decommissioning is the process of dealing with redundant nuclear facilities that have reached the end
of their operational life. The objective of decommissioning a nuclear installation is either:
•
•

to return the nuclear site to an unrestricted, de-licensed condition; or
return the site to a state so that the land can be used for suitable alternative uses.

Decommissioning is usually conducted in three stages:
•
•
•

Stage 1 – Post-operational clean out where the bulk of the radioactive material, such as fuel, is
removed from the facility
Stage 2 – Initial dismantling and removal of contaminated parts or care and maintenance to
allow radioactive materials to decay
Stage 3 – Dismantling of the facility, demolition of the structure, and remediation of land and
water to meet an agree end-state for future use.”

Throughout the decommissioning process, the ONR ensures that nuclear licensees adequately control all
remaining hazards on site. This is achieved through a programme of targeted interventions with licensees,
designed to ensure that licensees have suitable arrangements in place for decommissioning to
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progressively reduce the risks. The ONR reviews licensees decommissioning arrangements and ensures that
licensees adopt relevant good practice.
All licensees must produce a clear decommissioning strategy that will demonstrate how all redundant,
operational, and proposed plants can be decommissioned safely at the end of its operational life.

4.1.1 Nuclear Decommissioning Authority
In 2005, the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) was established as a Non-Departmental Public Body
under the Energy Act (2004), with the responsibility to clean-up the UK’s earliest nuclear sites, sponsored
by the Department for
Figure 1 – Nuclear Licensed sites across the UK
Business and Industrial
Strategy (BEIS)

This includes 17 sites as shown on the diagram below - 14 in England and Wales, and three in Scotland:
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The NDA have very recently issued their latest Draft Business Plan/Strategy for consultation (August
2020). Under this Strategy they have identified five strategic themes (set out below), under which all
decommissioning and related activities will be undertaken:
o
o
o
o
o

“Site Decommissioning and Remediation defines our approach to decommissioning redundant
facilities and managing land quality in order that each site can be released for its next planned use.”
“Spent Fuel Management defines our approach to managing the diverse range of spent nuclear fuels
for which we are responsible.”
“Nuclear Materials defines our approach to dealing with the inventory of uranium and plutonium
currently stored on some of our sites.”
“Integrated Waste Management considers how we manage all forms of waste arising from operating
and decommissioning our sites, including waste retrieved from legacy facilities.”
“Critical Enablers support the overall delivery of our mission and, in some cases, reflect the
supplementary duties assigned to the NDA by the Energy Act (2004) (ref 1).”

The NDA have been reviewing their strategy for the decommissioning of the Magnox Reactor Sites. These
strategies were developed over 30 years go and followed the ONR Stage 2 option of initial
decommissioning and dismantling, followed by Care and Maintenance for up to 85 years.
Following a review between the NDA and Magnox Limited, as well as taking account of lessons learnt from
their recent decommissioning experience, the latest NDA strategy has now changed.
The new strategy concludes that a deferred decommissioning strategy is not appropriate across all the
Magnox Sites, and a site-specific approach to Magnox reactor decommissioning will provide greater
benefits.
For some sites, this will mean that decommissioning will be accelerated and brought forward, and for
others, the care and maintenance options will remain but with options that could vary from one site to
another. Magnox Limited are responsible for the preparation of decommissioning strategies for their sites.
Further detail on the Magnox strategy is covered later in the report.
This change in strategy could offer greater opportunities for companies in the South West and will be
explored in the following sections.
We have used the above NDA decommissioning definitions to categorise the capability of the South West
suppliers on the Supplier List included within this Report.

4.2 What is the value of the Decommissioning Opportunity in the South West?
4.2.1 Magnox Limited
The NDA’s nuclear decommissioning sites in the South West include the former Magnox Stations at
Berkeley, Hinkley A and Oldbury and the former RSRL site at Winfrith, now all managed by Magnox Ltd.
An example of a South West decommissioning project from Cavendish Nuclear on the Berkeley Active
Waste Vault Retrieval Project can be viewed on the following page:
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The latest Magnox Procurement Plan (issued August 2020) has identified tender opportunities listed on the
Magnox decommissioning sites in the South West of £100m+ between now and the end of 2021.
Many of these procurements are for large decommissioning projects with long delivery programmes, ie
over one year, and will be competed for by the large Tier 2 contractors. These projects should provide
significant opportunities for supply chain companies in the South West with the following capabilities:
• Design Engineering/Consultancy Services
• Manufacturing
• Mechanical and Electrical Installation
• Construction and Demolition,
• Electrical control and Instrumentation
• Heating and Ventilation
• Industrial Services
• Commissioning
A section of the Magnox Procurement Plan for August is shown below, and a link to a current copy is
attached within section 10 Appendix 10.3:
Figure 2

The UK Government, with the NDA, have prepared a publication – “Nuclear Provision: the cost of cleaning
up Britain’s historical nuclear sites.”
This report, updated in July 2019, provides details of the UKs nuclear legacy and the “nuclear provision”
which is the best estimate of how much it will cost to clean up 17 of the UKs nuclear sites, which are the
responsibility of the NDA.
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It should be recognised that the figures prepared are estimates and there remains considerable
uncertainty, not least because of the programme timescale of approximately 120 years. However, this
publication of the “nuclear provision” provides a good understanding of the scale of the decommissioning
opportunity and how this is distributed across the 17 sites.
The 2019 forecast states that the clean-up cost across the 17 sites will be £124 billion (discounted provision
£131 billion) over a 120-year programme.
The current annual costs to manage and decommission the NDA estate are around £3billion.
The report identifies the % spend across each of the 17 sites. Not surprisingly, the highest provision is for
Sellafield, more than 75% of the total and, also includes more than 8% for the Geological Disposal Facility.
There are four nuclear decommissioning sites across the South West region:
•
•
•
•

Winfrith
Berkeley
Oldbury
Hinkley Point A

The total provision for the decommissioning of these sites is only around 3.15% of the total, though this is
still equivalent to just over £4 billion.
Figure 3 – Table showing the indicative value and timeline for decom opportunities in the SW
Site

Winfrith
Berkeley
Hinkley Point A
Oldbury

Decommissioning % of
provision
overall
provision
£150m
0.15%
£1.2b
0.9%
£1.4b
1.1%
£1.3b
1.0%

Timeline
2020

2024

2028

2032

Whilst the overall percentage of work within the South West is relatively small on a UK scale, £4 Billion
represents a large opportunity. As important for the South West, is that the decommissioning programme
for Winfrith, and potentially for Berkeley and Hinkley Point A sites, will be accelerated and will be
undertaken over the next 5-10 years.
The timeline for the decommissioning and strategy options on the likely end state for the Oldbury site is
currently being reviewed by Magnox Ltd as part of the new overarching NDA decommissioning strategy. At
the very least, the Oldbury site will undergo the first phase of the decommissioning programme which will
provide opportunities for the South West supply chain over the next 7 years.

4.2.2 The EDF Fleet - AGRs
The second generation of nuclear power stations, the advanced gas cooled reactors (AGR) fleet, operated
by EDF will be decommissioned utilising the Nuclear Liabilities fund.
The value of this fund, and therefore the minimum decommissioning opportunity, is circa £8 billion
spread across the 7 stations.
The programme for the decommissioning of the first AGR Reactor is planned to start in 2025* (this is under
review and may commence earlier, see note below), and similar to the original NDA and Magnox strategy,
the decommissioning Strategy option for the AGRs is Safe Enclosure (SafeStore).
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Under this strategy the dismantling of the reactor will be deferred for a period of up to 80 years. There
will be a period of decommissioning and dismantling of the AGR associated plant and equipment,
following defueling, which is planned to take around seven years for each station. (Ref. EDF Energy
presentation at the International Symposium on Preparation for Decommissioning (PREDEC) in 2016).
Safestore has 3 key phases:
Key Phase 1—Pre-Closure Transition, Defuelling and early decommissioning (commences circa 5.5 years
before station closure)
Key Phase 2—Site Surveillance, Care & Maintenance (commences circa 10 years after end of generation)
Key Phase 3—Reactor Building Decommissioning & Final Site Clearance (Commences circa 85 years after
end of generation) dependant on disposal facility being available.
Market conditions mean that operators keep plans and strategies under review , EDF may well commence
the Advanced Gas-cooled Reactor (AGR) decommissioning earlier than originally planned, and it is likely
that the sole AGR station in the South West, Hinkley Point B, will be one of the first stations to be
decommissioned on the AGR programme. The first station to commence decommissioning is likely to be
Hunterston B in 2023, followed by Hinkley B commencing in 2024.
A statement on the Government website from BEIS regarding the AGR decommissioning programme from
August 2019 is quoted below:
“EDF Energy currently owns and operates eight nuclear power plants in the UK. On current plans seven of
those stations, the Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor stations (AGRs), are due to start to close from 2023 on a
rolling basis to 2030. The decommissioning of the stations will be funded by the Nuclear Liabilities Fund, a
segregated fund managed by trustees and underwritten by Government. The Department for Business,
Energy, and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) is working with EDF Energy and the Nuclear Decommissioning
Authority to consider how efficient and cost-effective decommissioning of EDF Energy’s stations can be
planned for and delivered. This work includes consideration of how the stations will be owned and
managed in the future.”
“BEIS expects this review to conclude by the summer of next year.” (i.e. 2020).
Any accelerated programme for the decommissioning of Hinkley Point B will provide further
opportunities for supply chain companies in the South West. If this becomes the case, the timing for
Hinkley Point B decommissioning would dovetail nicely with the Magnox decommissioning programme,
and extend the opportunity within the South West without an extended break to these programmes, and
disruption to the sustainability of the supply chain.

Attached below is a Case Study from AMS Nuclear, who are based in Bridgwater, about a project they
have undertaken for EDF at Hinkley B station:
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4.2.3 The Nuclear Defence Programme
The UK nuclear Defence Programme is delivered through two inter-dependent programmes:
o

The Nuclear Deterrent Programme:
Providing the management, maintenance, manufacture, and day to day operations for Britain’s
submarine launched nuclear deterrent capability, delivered by the Ministry of Defence and the Atomic
Weapons Establishment (AWE)

o

The Naval Nuclear Propulsion activities in the UK:
Relating to the design, fabrication, maintenance, service, and operation of the Royal Navy nuclear
powered submarines, and is delivered by the Royal Navy, Babcock International Plc, Rolls-Royce Plc and
BAE Systems Plc

The current fleet of vanguard submarines will come to the end of their working life in the 2030s. A new
fleet of trident submarines has been commissioned and are expected to become operational by 2028.
The estimated acquisition costs for the renewed nuclear deterrent solution is more than £30Bn. This will
provide significant opportunity and demand for the nuclear defence supply chain.
In addition, the Submarine Dismantling Project has commenced it’s programme to dismantle 27 of the UK’s
de-fueled nuclear-powered submarines that have left service with the Royal Navy. This programme is
estimated to cost around £2Bn with most of the work being undertaken at the Devonport and Rosyth
dockyards.
At the Devonport Dockyards, based in Plymouth, they have a large planned major refit and modernisation
programme which will also provide opportunities for the South West supply chain.
South West companies with experience in both nuclear decommissioning and new build activities should
be ideal for skills transfer into the Devonport programme, along with regional companies who already
support the nuclear defence sector.
Several companies in the South West already support these programmes, although not specifically
researched for this Report, an example of such a company, which is also looking to become involved in
the nuclear new build programme, NESC Limited are a systems engineering and safety case consultancy
business supporting the UK submarine defence programme in Devonport.
NESC Ltd have provided a capability statement, which is included on the following page:
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5. Nuclear Decommissioning Capabilities of Companies in the South
West
5.1 Decommissioning Capability – Supplier List
Research has been conducted on those companies based in the South West who have undertaken work
within the nuclear decommissioning market, both civil nuclear and defence. As part of this research,
existing supplier lists and earlier research relating to the nuclear decommissioning sector has been
utilised (listed below):
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Nuclear Industry Association (NIA) members list of companies
Sellafield list of companies who have signed onto LINC
DNA Associates Report for the Heart of the South West LEP in 2015
Cavendish Nuclear Capability Report for Winning UK business
Supplier information for SMEs in the South West supplied by the NDA
Supplier information provided by Nuvia for the South West
Hinkley Supply Chain Portal
Inherent knowledge within the Hinkley supply chain team

Based on this information a new Supplier List of companies in the South West with decommissioning
capabilities has been prepared. It is based on the industry recognised list and those companies with
demonstrated experience of working on the UK decommissioning programmes. From our research to
date circa 150 companies have been identified and listed. This includes companies of all sizes and
capability, from Regulators to Individual Consultants.
Included on the Supplier List is the Company name, their postcode, type of business, their capability
within decommissioning, and their export experience and/or potential where known.
Figure 4
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A copy of the complete Supplier List of Companies is provided in Appendix 10.2 to this report.
Through the continuing work being undertaken by SWMAS and the Hinkley Supply Chain Team, there is
an opportunity to enhance the information maintained on this list and update on an ongoing basis. This
would ensure that capability in the South West across all nuclear sectors will be captured.
Through the continuing work being undertaken by the Hinkley Supply Chain Team, there is an opportunity to enhance the
information maintained on this list and update it on an ongoing basis, and recommend that this is undertaken beyond the period
of this report.
A key contributor was Cavendish Nuclear about the work they have been undertaking through the
Winning UK Business Working Group as part of the Nuclear Sector Deal.
The Winning UK Business Working Group has started to develop a map of the UK nuclear capability. The
capability was ranked across 143 services, products and technologies derived from an original survey by
the NIA (Capability of UK NNB Supply Chain) in 2012.
The Cavendish survey also asked companies to respond to the following questions:
o
o
o

Do you currently export your products / services to overseas nuclear industries?
Are you looking to export?
Would establishing / increasing your ability to export require a significant investment on your part?

Responses were received from 46 companies, and 11 of these have offices/facilities in the South West.
The results provided by the 46 firms were aggregated and, from these, the top five capabilities were
identified. On reviewing the capabilities of the 11 companies responding with offices in the South West
their capabilities compare well with this result. However, these companies are predominantly UK national
businesses with a focus on design engineering, project management and consultancy.
The results from the Working Group are shown in the table below:
Position
1
2
3
4
5

Services
Mechanical Engineering / Design
Project Management
Design Management
Instrumentation and Control Engineering / Design
Optioneering / Decision Analysis

5.2 Capability Graphs

Products / Technologies
Waste Packages
Decommissioning Tools
Instrumentation
Remote Handling
Robotics / ROV
Figure 5

By comparison, on the research undertaken to compile the Supplier List for this Report, this demonstrates
the decommissioning capabilities existing in the South West, across 15 products and services categories
identified.
From the Supplier List, it is possible to run a report across all these 15 categories to produce a simple Pie
Chart which identifies the Top 5 capabilities as well as providing a easy to view graphic of the capability in
the region across all 15 categories.
The Top 5 Categories for the South West in order are:
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacture, Fabrication and Precision Machining
Professional Services (includes consultancy businesses)
Engineering Design Services (includes project management)
Electrical Control and Instrumentation
Civil Construction
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The Pie Chart is included below including the 15 categories:

Figure 6

The results for the South West provide a similar pattern to those from the Working Group in that Project
Management, Engineering Design, Consultancy and Electrical Instrumentation and Control are high on the
capability list. The main difference being the predominance of Manufacturing, fabrication, and Precision
machining in the South West Decommissioning companies.
This could be explained by how the companies have been categorised, and the types of companies
responding to the Working Group survey, the size of the sample will have an effect also. However, we
believe it is important to note this difference.
Included below is a case Study from Tradebe Inutec Ltd for a project they have undertaken for Magnox at
Hinkley A power station:
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The Hinkley Supply Chain Programme has been working with South West companies to understand their
Nuclear capability since March 2017. This programme has engaged with nearly 1200 businesses to
conduct supplier capability reviews with the South West and South Wales supply chain. The majority of
these reviews have been conducted face to face in the company’s premises but with the impact of
COVID-19 this activity has transitioned online. In making this transition additional questions have been
added which now cover a full suite of questions around the company capabilities and aspirations
including questions to understand their experience in the context of International business and exporting.
This work could be shared to supplement the supplier capability map for the South West.
Figure 7
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5.3 NDA SME Supplier Heat Map

Figure 8

The NDA are one of the primary
stakeholders in relation to the
Nuclear decommissioning
activities across the UK and were
invited to contribute to this report
any information that they may
have on South West supplier
capability and experience or
challenges in working with
regional companies.
The NDA were able to provide
information on South West companies who
have undertaken work for the NDA. This
enabled another 20 companies to be identified
and added to our Supplier List.
There could be a benefit for both Parties in
continuing to map decommissioning capability
across the South West of England and sharing
this work with the NDA beyond the timeframe
of the Report.
We have included the NDA’s SME Supplier
Heat Map (right) showing the distribution of
companies who have worked within the NDA
estate by Site Licence company, and this
provides a good correlation with the list we
have researched for the South West.
The “Heat Map” identifies the existing SME
community in the South West and the
distribution of work undertaken across the
different Site Licence Companies. Most of the
companies have worked for Magnox Ltd, which
given the number of Magnox sites which are
present across the South West and the Magnox
HQ being based in Berkeley is hardly surprising.
Magnox are not the only route to market for
South West firms and several companies have
worked for Sellafield Ltd and Dounreay Site
(now part of Magnox Ltd) and one company
has worked with the Low-Level Waste Repository (LLWR).
The Heat Map was produced as part of the NDA SME Action plan and shows the direct spend with SME’s.
There are over 150 companies identified across the South West of England (this is likely to be a larger
region than that covered by this Report) who are engaged with the NDA, despite having a significant
number of companies, the spend with SME’s in the region is approximately £5m (2019).
The region currently has the 3rd lowest area of spend, only above the North East and Northern Ireland,
despite having companies with the capability to support the decommissioning activities.
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Included below is a Case Study from Steve Vick International on their innovative solution to a challenge
on the Harwell site to prevent contamination spread from pipework:
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5.4 Hinkley Point C Context
Research to prepare the decommissioning capability Supplier List did not seek to include South West
companies currently working on the nuclear new build programme at Hinkley Point C. However, as an
ongoing activity, the inclusion of South West companies undertaking work on HPC within the Supplier List
is recommended as this will then demonstrate the overall capability and capacity of the nuclear supply
chain in the South West.
The table below identifies the number of South West suppliers who have won contracts on the HPC
project to provide some context of the overall nuclear engagement within the South West:
Figure 9

Region

Suppliers

Contracts won

Total value

Ave. Value

HPC all of SW

983

1226

£1.25B

£1.3M

Devon

137

147

£62M

£452K

Gloucestershire

49

58

£23.7M

£483K

Somerset

369

504

£351M

£952K

Wiltshire

23

31

£19.3M

£837K

Cornwall

15

17

£63.4M

£4.2M

Dorset

18

21

£1.8M

£101K

Included on the next page is a Case Study from Blackhill Engineering Ltd on their work on the Marine Jetty
at Hinkley Point C.
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5.5 Decommissioning Capabilities at Winfrith
5.5.1 Background
To provide some background information as provided by the ONR website:
The Winfrith Nuclear Site was opened in 1957, to offer additional space for the UK's civil nuclear research
programme.
It became a centre for research and development, including the prototype high gas cooled reactor
DRAGON, and the SGHWR (Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor) which provided enough electricity to
the National Grid to power a small town. Later the site also diversified into other disciplines, such as
safety testing and oil exploration.
Winfrith has had at various times, nine research and development reactors. The last operational reactor
at Winfrith closed in 1995, since then the focus for the site has been on decommissioning. The
decommissioning programme is due to be completed to an interim end state by 2024.
During the life of the Winfrith nuclear site, from construction, through operations and early
decommissioning, a nuclear engineering capability was developed in the local area which could be
referred to as a “cluster.”

5.5.2 Decommissioning
The operating station went into the decommissioning phase in the mid to late 1990’s.At this stage the
ongoing nuclear capability of the local engineering “cluster” has seen a challenging environment due to
the decline of opportunities and demand from the Winfrith site. At the same time, the number of people
working on the site, principally UKAEA and latterly Magnox, has also declined.
A few nuclear focussed companies known to remain in the area, including Tradebe Inutec Limited, Nuvia
Limited, James Fisher Nuclear Limited, and Ultra Nuclear Limited, supporting work on the site as well as
the wider nuclear market.
However, the research undertaken to compile the Supplier List has identified a further 23 companies
located in Dorset with nuclear decommissioning capability and experience.
In detail these companies’ capabilities include the following categories:

Number of suppliers

Category

8
6
4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Manufacturing, Fabrication & Precision machining
Electrical Control & Instrumentation
Engineering Design (includes Project Management)
Professional Services (includes Consultancy)
Laboratory Services
Waste Management
Civil Construction
Construction Services
Distributor/Supplier
Transport/Logistics

These results are very similar in Capability/category distribution to the results from across the entire
Supplier List.
Included below is a Case Study from Nuvia Ltd on their experience on projects at Winfrith:
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In terms of ongoing occupation of the site by nuclear businesses and on a positive note, the ONR has
granted a nuclear site licence to Inutec Ltd (Tradebe Inutec) who occupy part of the Winfrith nuclear site
in Dorset, following Tradebe Inutec’s acquisition of buildings and land at the Winfrith site from the
Nuclear Decommissioning Authority (NDA) in February 2019.
The two major remaining contracts on the site are for the design manufacture and installation of
equipment for the decommissioning of the SGHWR and Dragon Reactors. Most of the contracts relating
to these projects have now been let and are progressing with the aim to reach the interim end state (i.e.
completion of decommissioning activities). The current intent is that the Magnox staff working at Winfrith
will undertake the final operational dismantling of the Reactors in-house following installation and
commissioning of the decommissioning plant and equipment.

5.5.3 Future Challenges
Clearly, as the decommissioning work programme at Winfrith draws to a close, the greater the challenges
to local engineering businesses to maintain their nuclear capability. These businesses will have to seek
nuclear work further afield or look to transition into other markets and more likely, will need to do both.
To transform their businesses in this way will require support from the Local Government stakeholders.
For the larger, national nuclear businesses, with greater resources, including Magnox, decisions will have
to be taken around how much resource and capability will remain in the Winfrith locality and how much
will be transferred to other nuclear sites, such as Harwell in Oxfordshire, or Berkeley and the Bristol area.
To support this challenge, an Advanced Engineering Cluster has been formed around the Dorset
Innovation Park, which has been set up on part of the former Winfrith Licensed site, and which is now an
Enterprise zone.
The Dorset Innovation Zone is supported by Dorset Council and Dorset Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)
to promote an advanced engineering cluster focussing on Marine, Defence, Energy, and Cyber Security,
and a promotional brochure has been produced to market this enterprise. Current occupants of the
Dorset Innovation Park include, Inutec Tradebe, Optasense, Qinetiq, Nuvia, and Atlas Elektronik UK.
On-going support from the Dorset LEP will be required to grow the advanced engineering cluster on the
Winfrith site and maintaining a presence in a variety of market sectors such as marine, defence, energy,
and cyber security will be more sustainable. A nuclear presence could be maintained, both civil and
nuclear, to benefit from the opportunities looking slightly further afield on the Magnox estate and to the
nuclear new build at HPC, and even the AGR fleet decommissioning, as well as the opportunities within
the Advanced Technologies and Fusion market, given the relative proximity of the Harwell and Culham
sites.
A strategy to combine support across the South West Region to assist in the co-ordination of activities
and to provide visibility of these opportunities to the Dorset based nuclear and advanced engineering
businesses would seem beneficial.
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6. An Overview of the Future Potential Opportunity in the Nuclear
Market
6.1 What are the future opportunities for nuclear decommissioning in the UK?
This section details the scale of the decommissioning work required across all the 17 NDA sites in the UK.
By reference to the NDA publication entitled “Nuclear Provision: the cost of cleaning up Britain’s historical
nuclear sites,” the total opportunity as detailed within the “nuclear provision” is around £124billion over
a 120 - year programme, and current annual costs to manage and decommission the NDA estate are
around £3billion.
The likely total spend across each of the NDA sites is shown in the table below:

Figure 10

Sites

Decommissioning &
Clean-up Costs (in million)

Magnox Decommissioning (including Harwell and Winfrith)

21,635

Dounreay 2

2,697

Sellafield

119,930

Capenhurst

1,200

LLWR

759

Springfields

881

Geological Disposal Facility

14,751

NDA Central and Group

443

Total Cost of Decommissioning

163,505

As these figures suggest, the ongoing opportunity within the NDA estate remains significant and is
furthermore attractive due to the extended length of the decommissioning programme.
Aside from the NDA Estate there are also opportunities across the other UK nuclear sites which include,
MOD sites, EDF Energy Operating sites and future decommissioning sites, EDF Energy new build sites,
waste management and nuclear materials. These are all identified on the following map, produced by the
Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR). In total there are 36 ONR sites and of these 21 are undertaking
decommissioning projects.
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Figure 11
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6.2 Advanced Nuclear Technologies
In the following sections there is a summary of the likely opportunities which could appear and
develop in the nuclear advanced technologies sector over the next few years.

6.2.1 Small and Advanced Modular Reactors
SMR’s

Small Modular Reactors

UK Programme

First plant circa
2030
Trawsfynydd
potential first
site

AMR’s

Advanced Modular Reactors

UK programme

Government
feasibility study

Up to 300Mwe

Review of
generation IV
technologies

Rolls Royce
leading team to
develop
prototype

£250M funding

Modular design
and
manufacture

6.2.2 Fusion Technology
Fusion

Compact Fusion Reactor

STEP Programme Culham Centre for
Fusion Energy

Programme to
Deliver
design and build prototype by
first UK compact 2040
fusion reactor
by 2040

Over next four
years –
Create an
investible
concept….

£220M funding

Understand the
market and
how it will be
built

H3AT Programme –
Hydrogen 3 advanced
technology

ITER

A Tritium
Research centre
to study how to
process, store
and recycle
tritium.
Construction of
the Worlds’
largest
experimental
Fusion reactor

To develop one
of the fuels to
power a fusion
reactor

Produce
500MW of
Fusion power

Enable and
inspire the UKs
capability and
capacity to
deliver
First tenders to
be issued in
September
2020

Ongoing
procurements
for the
Mechanical &
Electrical
equipment and
assembly

Facility to
open by end
2021

2020 - 2025
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6.2.3 Science and Research
STFC – Science &
Technology Facilities
Council- UKRI

Science and Research Opportunities supporting new facilities
across Europe

European Spallation
Source - Sweden

New build
research facility

CERN - Geneva
Switzerland

European
laboratory for
particle physics
Neutron
scattering
facility

ILL Grenoble

ESRF France

European
Synchrotron
Radiation
Facility – X-Ray

ESO

European
Southern
Observatory

FAIR

Facility for antiprotons and
Ion Research

Broad range of
opportunities
across
mechanical and
electrical
equipment
Broad range of
opportunities
Instrumentation,
electronics,
electrical
engineering,
mechanical
engineering
equipment
Instrumentation,
electrical and
mechanical
engineering,
cryogenics,
vacuum, optics
Mechanical and
electrical
engineering,
Optics,
Detectors,
Cryogenics,
vacuum
Magnets,
vacuum
technology,
cryogenics

1.8B Euros
project

Spend 350M
Euros per
annum
Spend 50M
Euros per
annum

Spend 50M
Euros annually

Poised to
commence
multi Billion
euro project to
construct large
telescope

Spend 135M
Euros

Below is a Case Study from Green Resource Engineering Ltd (GRE) on work they have undertaken on
Cryogenic Cooling Systems for Tokamak and CERN through the Science and Technology Funding Council
(STFC):
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6.3 An overview of Potential International Decommissioning Opportunities
6.3.1 Decommissioning Activity

COUNTRY

DECOMMISSIONING ACTIVITY

GERMANY

Plan to close all
nuclear plants by
2022

10 reactors now
shutdown

5 reactors have
38B euros
licensed
programme
decommissioning 17 reactors due
to be
decommissioned

FRANCE

Operational
Capacity capped
at 63.2GW

14 reactors
currently
shutdown

48 reactors
scheduled to
close by 2030

JAPAN

Current
decommissioning
programme at
Fukushima

Under
programme for
re-opening
reactors closed
following
Fukushima

9 reactors back
on-line

17 reactors with
pending
applications to
re-start

CANADA

6 reactors under
care and
maintenance

6 more reactors
schedule
shutdown by
2022

Pickering Station
likely to be first
major
decommissioning
programme

$20B
Decommissioning
programme by
2035

UNITED STATES

Several
Operational
owners now
handing over Site
Licences to
decommissioning
companies

7 reactors have
9 reactors are
now shutdown
under care and
and starting
maintenance
decommissioning

TAIWAN

Changing
political
environment

They have 6
active reactors

2 oldest plants
operational
licences expired

SOUTH KOREA

Strategy to move
away from
nuclear

Plans to cancel
plant life
extensions

Intend to
shutdown 7
reactors by 2029

12 reactors
scheduled for
shutdown by
2025

Decommissioning
plans for 17 older
reactors

We have included on the next page a Case Study from Bristol University on Radiation Mapping at
Chernobyl:
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7

Challenges and Barriers to entry facing South West Companies

7.1 Impacts of COVID 19 on UK and South West Companies
In the decommissioning sector, apart from critical activities, statutory requirements and emergency work,
most project work on the NDA sites was ceased at the point of lockdown in mid-March 2020.
Whilst off-site work, such as, design, engineering and project planning could continue, productivity was
impacted as new processes and equipment had to be put in place to enable staff to work from home.
Generally, manufacturing work relating to decommissioning projects has continued, though productivity
has been reduced due to measures taken to make workplaces COVID-19 safe. The Manufacturing
Barometer, a survey of SME manufacturers across the UK, was undertaken during the early stages of
lockdown, and a summary of the findings is provided below:

o

18 companies on a national survey of 465 manufacturers who have self-identified as having more
than 10% of their turnover in the Nuclear sector

o

Based on this sample
• 36% reduction in order book based on COVID-19 at the time of response
• 33% expect high impact now on supply chain
• All companies expect significant impact in sales and profitability

o

Concerns raised around
• Losing key staff to maintain operations
• Lack of multi skilling which means capability is lost even if 1 or 2 staff are off work
• H&S – lack of testing for staff who continue in production environments

On a positive note, there is some anecdotal evidence shared by businesses which suggest that
productivity improved in certain activities for example, where work usually carried out within their
business offices was now being undertaken from home.
In speaking to major national UK businesses in compiling this report, they confirmed that productivity
levels of their office based (now home based) teams have been up to 85% - around 5% higher than preCOVID 19 levels.
Such has been the success of adopting working from home practices in many companies, this is now
hindering a return to work, with staff reluctant to come back into the office on a full-time basis.
The major UK national nuclear companies have also advised that their offices generally remain at only 10
– 20% of their pre-COVID headcount, with staff only based in the office part-time.
The main challenge for the on-site decommissioning projects is getting back to work within the COVID 19
guidelines and maintaining productivity in the longer term. Many of the NDA decommissioning sites were
looking to get back to work on their projects by August. Some projects are already progressing, albeit
with restrictions on numbers in line with the guidelines.
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To overcome some of these challenges, the Site Operating companies like Sellafield Ltd and Magnox Ltd
are largely keeping office-based activities working from home to allow more space on site for the project
and operational teams. This strategy is also being adopted by their main contractors to allow more space
for their project teams to work in their offices.
Certainty of funding for the NDA and their projects over the longer term, i.e. the next five years, will be
key to avoid further negative impact on the supply chain. Clearly, there is a significant risk that funds
previously agreed for the UK decommissioning programme will be reviewed and possibly reduced due to
the overall impact of COVID 19 on the UK economy.
We have included below some results from a survey undertaken by UKAEA (August 2020) on the impacts
of COVID 19 on UK businesses.
As shown, the top four issues raised in the UKAEA survey are very much in line with the survey
undertaken in the manufacturing sector through Barometer earlier in the year. The UKAEA survey also
identifies the visibility of procurement pipelines as being a pressing issue, which is certainly seen as a
major barrier to entry for companies wanting to engage in the nuclear industry:

Figure 12 – UKAEA COVID Impact survey highlighting the most pressing issues to companies working
with UKAEA
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7.2 UK Decommissioning - Barriers to Entry and Mitigations
Barriers to Entry

Mitigations

Existing competent and experienced
supply chain

Identify potential partners to collaborate on small
innovation projects – UKRI, Sellafield LINC etc.

Demonstrating SQEP competence in
nuclear environment, new Standards, and
qualifications

Leverage work with Clients in South West in
Decommissioning and HPC – ie Framatome, Cavendish,
EDF

Lack of Visibility of potential Clients &
opportunities

Support offered through the Hinkley Supply Chain
programme

Lack of market knowledge &
understanding

Support offered by Nuclear South West to market
capabilities at industry events

Cost of marketing their business and
altering their facilities to meet new
market requirements

Support offered through local /government
redevelopment funding programmes

Geography/location/ distance from target Take advantage of positive changes in attitudes towards
Clients’ sites
distance working and utilising new IT solutions as a
response to COVID 19. Consider establishing a virtual
sales process.
Difficulty in Winning work through
existing Framework Agreements and
Client Procurement Strategies

Engagement through Client/Local Supply Chain
Programmes, ie HPC, Sellafield

7.3 International Decommissioning – Barriers to Entry and Mitigations
Barriers to entry

Mitigations

Visibility of Opportunities

Heart of the South West International market campaigns
and “showing off” capabilities of the South West
Companies

Lack of Market Intelligence & knowledge
of Clients’ and sites

Engagement between Heart of the South West and DIT
showcases for South West companies

How to engage in overseas market

Support from Heart of the South West via DIT

Regulatory framework & Standards

Provision of Country specific awareness training

Export Control Requirements

Provision of awareness training and regulatory regime as
the UK leaves the EU
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8 Recommendations and Next Steps
1

Utilise the research and information gathered to develop marketing materials to
promote the nuclear capability of companies in the South West as identified on
the decommissioning capability Supplier List

2

Utilise the work being undertaken by the Hinkley Supply Chain Team to build
upon the knowledge held on the Supplier List and identify more nuclear capable
suppliers in the South West.

3

Engage with the Dorset LEP/Dorset County Council to consider inward investment
strategies to support the existing nuclear supply chain cluster around Winfrith to
raise awareness of the wider nuclear opportunities in the South West

4

Collaborate with other UK supply chain stakeholders, like the NAMRC (Winning
UK Business Group), NDA, Sellafield Ltd (LINC), to share information and promote
the nuclear capability of the South West supply chain

5

Undertake further work to include the nuclear capability being developed on the
HPC project in the decommissioning capability Supplier List

6

Engage with key International Tier 1 contractors on the HPC project to leverage
the capability of the South West supply chain to promote opportunities in the
wider UK and International nuclear markets

7

Increase the overall spend/contracts won by South West suppliers in the
decommissioning market by promoting their capability and readiness to support
the future decommissioning of the EDF AGR Fleet, through early engagement
with EDF nuclear generation

8

Undertake further research to understand knowledge of the South West supply
chain capability to export their products, skills, and experience into International
markets.
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10

Appendices

10.1 Case Studies

10.1.1 Case Study provided by Inutec Tradebe Ltd on Oldbury Power Station Sludge
Processing

10.1.2 Case Study provided by Bristol University on Diamond Detectors

10.1.3 Case Study provided by Green Resource Engineering Ltd on Liquid Nitrogen
Cooling for the Tokamak Reactor
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10.2 South West (Decommissioning) Supplier Capability List

BS34 7JU

WECA

Instrumentation
Consultancy

TA7 8QS
BS1 5UD

Somerset
WECA

BA6 9AS

WECA

DT2 7UA
SN2 8EA
BH21 7SQ

Dorset
Wiltshire
Dorset

DT2 7UA

Dorset

EX14 4LF

Devon

Steelwork structures
Manufacture

EX5 1JL

Devon

Process engineering cooling systems

EX15 2FB

Devon

EC&I

BH12 4NL

Dorset

BH17 0RA
GL10 3RZ
TQ9 6LU

Dorset
Gloucest
ershire
Devon

BA15 2AU
BS20 7AN

WECA
WECA

BH12 4GP
DT2 7UA
BH16 6LT
DT2 8WQ

Dorset
Dorset
Dorset
Dorset

BH17 7EF

Dorset

Frazer Nash
Atkins

Nuvia
Tradebe
Ultra nuclear
James Fisher
Nuclear Ltd

SC Innovation
Blackhill eng
GRE – as
relates to STFC
and CERN
Aish
Technologies
Poole Process
Arc Energy
D3 Consulting
Steve Vick
International
NRL
Bourne nuclear
Glasmaster
Heatric
Inutec Tradebe
Thompson
Valves

Design Engineering &
Consultancy
Design Engineering
Project Management,
Health Physics,
Operational services
Waste Management
Instrumentation
Design Engineering
Project Management,
Health Physics
Instruments,
Operational services
Design and
manufacture special
vehicles

Process pipework
and heat exchangers
Pipework welding
and cladding
consultants
pipe handling
solutions
recruitment
structural steelwork
fabrication and
installation
GRP fabrication
Heat Exchangers
Waste management
valves manufacture

Export Potential

Robotics

AMS nuclear

Export

Export Ready

OC robotics

Nuclear Decommissioning
Capability

Waste
Management

Region

Nuclear Materials

Post code

Spent Fuel

Product & Service
Category

Decommissioning

Company
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Market Cross
Hydrock
International
University of
Bristol - SW
Nuclear Hub
NNL Stonehouse
EDF Energy
Nuclear
Generation Ltd
Magnox
Limited
Vulcain
Engineering
Limited
TUV Nord (UK)
Actemium
ETL (Electronic
Technicians
Limited)
P D Devices
Berry & Escott
Beran
instruments
Belcan
Spirax Sarco
Rotork
NESC
Optima SC
Synoptix
Westbury Park
Engineering
Cavendish
Nuclear
Office for
Nuclear
Regulation
Wood Group
Jacobs
Efinor
Kury
Avon
Protection
Carrs MSM
Babcock
International
Costain Nuclear
Limited

consultancy
civil & structural
design engineering
and consultancy

DT2 8ZB

Dorset

BS1 4RW

WECA

Academia
Laboratories and
testing

BS2 8BH

WECA
Gloucest
ershire

Electricity generation

GL4 3RS

Decommissioning

GL13 9PA

Gloucest
ershire
Gloucest
ershire

design engineering &
consultancy

GL10 3UT

Gloucest
ershire

GL10 3UT

qualification and
testing, consultancy

GL10 3RF

EC & I, switchgear

GL2 9QL

Gloucest
ershire
Gloucest
ershire

BH21 7QZ

Dorset

TQ10 9AL

Devon

TA6 5LT

Somerset

EX38 7HP

Devon

BS34 7BD
GL53 8ER

WECA
Gloucest
ershire

BA1 3JQ

WECA

PL6 8BX
BS35 2BS
BS34 7PZ

Devon
WECA
WECA

BA13 4ES

WECA

engineering services

BS3 2HQ

WECA

Regulator
engineering services
engineering services
engineering services

GL50 3PR
EX17 6AE
EX4 3AY
BS1 2NT

Gloucest
ershire
Devon
Devon
WECA

engineering services
Respirators for
Hazardous
Environments
Manipulators

BS2 0BY

WECA

SN12 6NB
SN3 4TX

Wiltshire
Wiltshire

site operator

PL1 4SG

Devon

engineering services

BS24 7JP

WECA

Electronic
manufacturer
Electronic
manufacturer
stainless steel
fabrications
Instrument
manufacturer
Resource &
recruitment
Ventilation
Electronic
manufacturer
Safety engineering
and consultancy
systems engineering
systems engineering
structural steelwork
fabrication
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NProjX
Elecsis
Abbott Risk
Consulting
Aecom
Altran
Altrad
Framatome
(UK)
ARUP
Assystem
Balfour Beatty
Kier
Construction
Limited
SWMAS
Limited
Bridges
Electrical
Bridgwater
College
National
college for
nuclear
Burges Salmon
C&G Services
Calder Group
(Helander)
Capula
(Imtech)
CRA Corporate Risk
Associates
Darchem
RJP Property
Consultants
Limited
Doosan
Babcock
Deloitte
habia cable
Hyder
Consulting

MMI Tomasetti
Morson
International
Mott
Macdonald
NSG
Environmental

engineering
consultancy
Electronics
manufacturer
engineering
consultancy
engineering services
engineering services

Dorset
TA6 4BH

Somerset

BS1 6BN
BS1 6NA
BS34 7PZ

WECA
WECA
WECA

industrial services

TA6 4FJ

Somerset

engineering services
engineering
consultancy
engineering services
Civil Construction

TA6 4FJ

Somerset

BS1 6JZ
BS16 7FD
BS13 7UH

WECA
WECA
WECA

Civil Construction

TA6 5LB

Somerset

Consultants

TA6 4FJ

Somerset

M&E contractor

EX5 1EW

Devon

education
Legal

TA5 2LS
BS2 0ZX

training

GL10 3UT

Precision machining

GL20 8HF

EC&I

GL3 4AE

Somerset
WECA
Gloucest
ershire
Gloucest
ershire
Gloucest
ershire

Safety Case
Consultants

GL10 3UT

fabrication

GL4 3DB

Gloucest
ershire
Gloucest
ershire

Consultants

GL6 8HP

Gloucest
ershire

engineering services

BS1

WECA

consultants
Electronic
manufacturer
engineering
consultants

BS1 6GD

WECA

BS35 3UT

WECA

PL6 5XR

Devon

BS30 8FJ

WECA

TA6 4RR

Somerset

BS1 6FL

WECA
Gloucest
ershire

engineering
consultants
Recruitment
consultants
engineering
consultants
waste consultant
services

GL50 3SH
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Nuclear
Engineering
and
Environmental
Services (NEES)
Nuclear
Management
Consultancy
Nuclear
Technologies
Ltd
Pipex Limited
(Nov)
Poyry Energy
Limited
PTG Ltd
Radsafe
Draeger Ltd
Radwise Ltd
Respirator Fit
Testing Ltd
Rolls Royce
Sir Robert
McAlpine
RP Matters
RPS Ltd
Safelab
Systems
Sofinel
Strainstall
(James Fisher)
Technical
Inspection
Services
(Applus)
Sweett UK Ltd
Thales UK Ltd
Truturn Ltd
University of
Bath
Vinci
Construction
WYG - White
Young Green
WSP
Rodford
Engineering Ltd
Matravers
Engineering
Tiflex Ltd
RB Safety Ltd

safety consultants

EX6 6YD

Devon

safety consultants

BS1 5QT

WECA

safety consultants

GL2 2SN

Gloucest
ershire

manufacturer

PL6 7BP

Devon

safety consultants
Precision machining
Health Physics

PL1 3JB
PL7 5EX
BS2 0ZX

Devon
Devon
WECA

manufacturer
Radiological
Protection

PL7 5ET

Devon

TA5 1UD

Somerset

RPE testing
manufacturer

PL6 5JJ
BS80 8AH

Devon
WECA

Civil Construction
Health Physics advice
Consultancy
Fume Cupboards
manufacturer
engineering
consultants

BS32 4TT
PL6 8BX
EX13 5AX

WECA
Devon
Devon

BS24 8EE

WECA

BS32 4RF

WECA

manufacturer

BS5 0SP

WECA

Inspection & Test
QS consultancy
manufacturer

BS21 6XU
BS1 4PB
BA5 1AA

Precision machining

GL5 3QF

WECA
WECA
WECA
Gloucest
ershire

Academia

BA2 7AY

WECA

Civil Construction
Civil and Structural
engineers
engineering
consultants

BS16 1GW

WECA

BS1 6DP

WECA

BS2 0HQ

WECA

Precision machining

BH21 7SD

Dorset

Structural steelwork
Gaskets manufacture
Safety Case
Consultants

TA3 6PA
PL14 4NB

Somerset
Cornwall

BS14 9AF

WECA
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Southern
Filters
Atlas Packaging
Ltd
SRP Society for
Radiological
Protection

Hepa filters

EX13 5RJ

Devon

cardboard packaging

EX31 3TT

Devon

Professional Body

TQ11 0WA

Devon

Hepco Slide
Systems
Qwickfast Ltd
Jade Aden
Airepair Ltd
Able Lifting
Equipment
Southern Ltd
AET Transport
Services Ltd
Ameydoor
services ltd
DRC Dorset
Repair &
Calibration

manufacturer of
linear slide systems
Tool supplier
Cladding systems
compressor servicing

EX16 6TG
DT1 2PG
BH15 2JH
BH12 4BT

Devon
Dorset
Dorset
Dorset

Equipment hire &
sales

BH15 3TB

Dorset

Transport

BH16 6LT

Dorset

construction

BH17 9WE

Dorset

Calibration service

DT5 2JU

Dorset

Turrell Ltd
Breathe Safety
Ltd
Stephens
Industries
Seepex UK Ltd
Parker
Hannafin
Barnwood
Construction
Avocet
Engineering
Solutions ltd
Bridwey
Precision
Manufacturing
Ltd
CJS Precision
Engineering Ltd
CJS Engineering
Design Ltd

Electrical Installation
Breathing apparatus
and testing
Gloveboxe
manufacturer
pump manufacturer

DT4 9TY

Dorset

BH21 7RL

Dorset

SN13 9RD
BA22 8RW

Wiltshire
WECA

valves manufacture

EX31 1NP

construction

GL4 3HS

Devon
Gloucest
ershire

fabrication

BS24 8PB

WECA

Precision machining

DT4 9TH

Dorset

Precision machining

BH21 7QD

design engineering

GL2 5JH

Dorset
Gloucest
ershire

AJM Consulting
Services Ltd
Atlantas
Marine Ltd
Broadband
Visual
Communicatio
ns
Built
Intelligence Ltd

Engineering
Consultants

PL6 8BX

Devon

Generator distributer

PL7 5BG

Devon

Video Conferencing

BS4 3EH

WECA

Training Provider

BS1 4QD

WECA

IT Software (CEMAR)

GL4 3GG

Gloucest
ershire

Client
Managers
Toolkit Ltd
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Clue
Computing
Company Ltd
Custom
Cameras Ltd
CYBERIS
LIMITED
Dart Systems
Ltd

BS14 9BZ

WECA

BA5 1EY
GL20 8GD

WECA
Gloucest
ershire

BA3 4BS

WECA

SN4 0TE

GL5 5DQ

Wiltshire
Gloucest
ershire
Gloucest
ershire

manufacturer

TA6 4YQ

Somerset

Label manufacturer

EX31 4AY

Devon

manufacturer
Glovebox
manufacturer

BS35 3UR

WECA

TA6 4DB

Somerset

Manufacturer

BH20 4SP

Dorset

Manufacturer

GL2 5HY

Socitec UK Ltd
Tecalemit
Garage
Equipment Co
Ltd

manufacturer

GL14 2UJ

Gloucest
ershire
Gloucest
ershire

equipment retailer

PL7 5JY

Devon

Verelogic Ltd

IT consultancy

SN1 2NR

Wiltshire

Diane Jenkins
Consulting Ltd
Gleeds
GVH Projects
Ltd
Johnson
Elevanja Ltd
Labeline
International
Ltd
MechaTech
Systems Ltd
Monmouth
Scientific Ltd
Olympia
Triumph
Manufacturing
Ltd
Rapid Rail GB
Ltd

IT Software
Camera
manufacturer
Cyber security
consultants
Industrial camera
surveys
management
Consultancy
Construction
Consultancy
Engineering
Consultancy

GL3 4AD

10.3 Magnox Procurement Plan for August 2020:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/procurement-plan

11 Glossary
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AGR
AMRs
AWE
BEIS
DIT

Advanced Gas-Cooled Reactor
Advanced Modular Reactors
Atomic Weapons Establishment
Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy
Department for International Trade

DNA
DRAGON
EDF
EU
FDI
Fusion
GDF
GDPR
HOTSWLEP
HPB
HPC
LEP
LINC
LLWR
Magnox
MOD
NDA
NIA
NSW
ONR
SGHWR
SL
SME
SMRs
STFC
SW
SWMAS
UK
UKAEA
UKRI
WECA
WNE

Davies Nuclear Associates
Prototype High Gas Cooled Reactor
EDF Nuclear Generation Limited
European Union
Foreign Direct Investment
Compact Fusion Reactor
Geological Disposal Facility
General Data Protection Regulation
Heart of the South West LEP
Hinkley Point B power station
Hinkley Point C power station
Local Enterprise Partnership
Supplier Opportunities Portal managed by Sellafield Limited
Low Level Waste Repository
Magnox Limited
Ministry of Defence
Nuclear decommissioning Authority
Nuclear Industry Association
Nuclear South West
Office for Nuclear Regulation
Steam Generating Heavy Water Reactor
Sellafield Limited
Small and Medium size enterprises
Small Modular Reactors
Science and Technology Funding Council
South West
SWMAS Limited
United Kingdom
United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
United Kingdom Research and Innovation
West of England Combined Authority
World Nuclear Exhibition
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